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Supplementary Material to Chapter 2

A.1 Flexibility Frameworks

The urgency of implementation of flexibility mechanism is already echoed not only by researchers, but
also by industry. Therefore, institutes and foundations are striving to define standards, in order to ensure
interoperability on an international level.

A.1.1 Universal Smart Energy Framework

A very detailed groundwork is developed by the Universal Smart Energy Framework (USEF) [79], which
is an initiative of companies, including ABB, IBM and DNV GL. USEF’s ambition is to standardise
flexibility solutions for the European energy market, by creating a platform on which to build all smart
energy products and services. This common standard imposes a market structured with associated rules
which enable fair market access.

FIGURE A.1: Centralised role for the Aggregator in the USEF flexibility value chain
[79].
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As can be seen in Figure A.1, the framework follows the centralised approach, in which the aggregator
is in the centre of the flexibility value chain. Its responsibility is the acquisition of flexibility from
prosumers, the aggregation into a portfolio, and the trading of respective flexibility products to different
market players. In return, the aggregator receives the value it creates and shares it with the prosumers
as an incentive to offer their flexibility. Through the aggregator, prosumers gain access to the energy
markets [8].

The framework’s deployment is continuously increasing and it finds attention in literature [17], [80]–
[82]. Moreover, it is used within the Horizon 2020 INVADE project, whose architecture and research
are used in this work.

A.1.2 INVADE Architecture

Taking existing frameworks, such as the one from USEF as a starting point, the INVADE project, which
has been shortly touched in Section 1.1.1, provides more insights in fields which are still in active devel-
opment. Even though there might be agreement about how the market structure and the communication
will be structured, there is still open research on how the optimisation strategies and algorithms may look
like. Furthermore, as long there is not a common regulation, business models have to be developed based
on geographic characteristics, such as local policies, user patterns and market differences. The services
and customers presented in the following Section 2.4 are part of the research within the INVADE project.

In this context, this work will complement the algorithm of the battery model by taking the degradation
into account. Furthermore, a business model for the BRP is researched. Although in the INVADE
concept, several Aggregator can offer their services to the same BRP and one Aggregator can offer its
services to several BRP, in the project implementation it can be assumed that there is only one Aggregator
offering its services to only one BRP and all flexibility providers belongs to the same BRP portfolio [7].

A.2 Multiple Service Compatibility

Aggregated flexibility can provide different services for different customers. In order to guarantee a
secure provision of the services without jeopardising the security of supply, a classification of priorities
of services has to be conducted. TLC proposed by the German Association of Energy and Water (BDEW)
[83] can help to determine which service has higher priority in each moment, based on the current and
forecasted condition of the grid [84]. The TLC defines three different states:

The green state is the normal operating state, where the flexibility market operates freely. Under this
state, the system/grid operator may not request flexibility services and market operation has the highest
priority. Flexibility can be offered to the BRP or to prosumers interchangeably. Here, services to the
BRP and to the final customer have to compete for the same available flexibility.
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FIGURE A.2: Prioritisation of services and their financial compensation within the Traffic
Light Concept [7].

Amber state indicates the state where the system/grid operator actively engages with the market in order
to prevent the grid system from becoming unstable and entering in the red state. Under this state, the
system/grid operator may request flexibility services and grid operation has the highest priority. It is a
temporary state until the grid operation becomes safe again. Moreover, surplus flexibility not used to
avoid grid problems (DSO services) can be used to satisfy some BRP and prosumer services if they help
to relieve the grid. For instance, Self-balancing BRP portfolio optimisation can be used during amber
state if the BRP request is in the same direction as the DSO request. However, day-ahead and intraday
optimisation services could compromise flexibility sources needed for real time grid operations.

In the red state the system/grid operator needs to take control of market interactions in a certain area
where a grid constraint has occurred. Under this state, the grid operator can override contracts existing in
the market and execute dedicated emergency actions through flexibility operators in order to re-stabilise
the system.

Since this current study is mainly focussing on services provided to and used by the BRP, such as Intraday
portfolio optimisation, self-balancing portfolio optimisation, the grid state is permanently assumed to be
in the green state (refer to Table A.1). Furthermore, services to the BRP may be less frequent but highly
rewarded than the services to the final customer, which are always present by default if no other flexibility
request is in place. For that reason, compensation to prosumers for providing flexibility to BRP should
exceed the profits they can obtain by the use of its own flexibility for its own benefit (refer to Figure A.2)
[7], [17].

The BRP has no access about the grid state, therefore it is expected from the DSO to intervene and avert
a critical state. In the context of this work the green state is assumed to be predominant at all times.
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TABLE A.1: Flexibility service prioritization in dependency of the grid state [7].

Flexibility
customer Flexibility services Green

grid state
Yellow

grid state
Red grid

state

DSO

Congestion management X X

Voltage / Reactive power control X X

Controlled Islanding X X

BRP

Day-ahead portfolio optimisation X

Intraday portfolio optimisation X

Self-balancing portfolio optimisation X

Prosumer

ToU optimisation X

kWmax control X X

Self-balancing X X

Controlled-islanding X
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B.1 Trends of Li-Ion Chemistries

TABLE B.1: Most important characteristics of typical Li-Ion batteries and their prediction
according to [32].

Technology Year Calendar
Life Cycle Life

Energy
Installation

Cost
[C/kWh]

Roundtrip
Efficiency

LFP
2016 12 2500 578 92 %

2030 18 4800 224 94 %

LTO
2016 15 10000 1050 96 %

2030 23 19100 478 98 %

NCA
2016 12 1000 352 95 %

2030 18 1900 145 97 %

NMC/LMO
2016 12 2000 420 95 %

2030 18 3800 167 97 %
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B.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of different Lithium-batteries

TABLE B.2: Different Li-Ion battery and their advantages and disadvantages [32].

Technology Advantages Disadvantages

NMC

• Good for power or energy appl.
• Stable thermal profile
• Good property combination

• Patent issues in some countries

LMO

• Low cost due to Mn abundance
• Thermal stability
• Power capability

• Moderate cycle life
• Low energy performance

NCA

• Good for power or energy appl.
• Cycle life
• Long calendar life

• Thermal instability

LFP

• Thermal stability
• Cycle life
• Power capability
• Low costs

• Lower energy density

LTO

• Thermal stability
• Cycle life
• No solid electrolyte interphase is-

sues

• High cost of titanium
• Low energy density
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C.1 Rainflow Counting Algorithm

The rainflow counting algorithm, which is extensively used in materials stress analysis to quantify the
cumulative impact of cycles, can also be used in battery life assessment [43]. The rainflow method
identifies cycles when a SoC profile with a series of local extrema (i.e. points where the current direction
changed) is given: s0, s1, ..., etc.

The algorithm advances as follows:

1. Start from the beginning of the profile (as in Figure C.1(a)).

2. Calculate Ds1 = |s0 �S1|, Ds2 = |s1 �S2|, Ds3 = |s3 �S2|

3. If Ds2  Ds1 and Ds2  Ds3, the a full cycle of depth Ds2 associated with s1 and s2 has been
identified. Remove s2 and s3 from the profile and repeat the identification using points s0, s1, s4,
s5, ...

4. If a cycle has not been identified, shift the identification forward and repeat the identification using
points s1, s2, s3, s4, ...

The identification is repeated until no more full cycles can be identified throughout the profile.

The remainder of the profile is called the rainflow residue and it contains only half cycles. A half cycle
with decreasing SoC is a discharging half cycle, while a half cycle with increasing SOE is a charging
half cycle. For example, the SoC profile shown on Figure C.1(b) has two full cycles of depth 10 % and
one full cycle of depth 40 %, as well as a discharging half cycle of depth 50 % and charging half cycle of
depth 50 %.
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FIGURE C.1: Using the rainflow algorithm to identify battery cycle depths [43].
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D.1 Spanish Market Design

Since the Spanish market is not only connected with Portugal in the Iberian Electricity Market (MI-
BEL), but also on European level, its characteristics follow Iberian and European market guidelines [73].
Spain’s electricity market was deregulated in 1998 and integrated with the Portuguese electricity mar-
ket in 2007. The vertical value chain of electricity can be broken into energy production, transmission
and distribution, and marketing. In Spain, the transmission and distribution grids are considered natural
monopolies.

The transmission grid is managed and controlled by the partly state-owned TSO, Red Eléctrica de España
(REE). In the distribution sector the three main Spanish DSOs are Endesa Distribución with a market
share of 42 %, Iberdrola Distribución (34 %) and Gas Natural Unión Fenosa Distribución (16 %). Other
players with smaller shares are Hidrocantábrico Distribución (3 %) and E.ON (3 %). The remaining 2 %
are shared between almost 350 DSOs including Estabanell Energia [56]. The Regulatory Council of the
Iberian Electricity Market MIBEL [73] argues that “[f]rom the standpoint of economic theory, it can be
argued that it is economically more efficient to maintain a monopolistic structure in these activities than
to open up to competition mechanisms.” Moreover, it is important to state, that neither the DSOs nor
the TSO is allowed to develop production, trading or make investments in companies engaged in these
activities.

Both ends of the value chain, production and retail of electric energy, are open to competition. The
participation and market interaction are however regulated in order to compensate for inefficient market
behaviour which could jeopardise the security and affordability of supply. Notwithstanding the com-
petition is economically justified by the introduction of greater efficiency in managing and exploiting
resources allocated to these activities. In Spain and Portugal, the market regime electric energy pro-
duction is associated with the wholesale market MIBEL, in this power exchange market, producers can
offer their generation capacity and energy suppliers may buy it to fulfil their portfolio or consumers di-
rectly for their own consumption. It needs to be said that not all the electricity is going through such a
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power exchange market. E.g. in Spain and Portugal 223,845 GWh of volume was traded in 2014 through
the Spot market, which corresponds to 76 % of demand. The remaining 24 % of electricity is managed
through bilateral contracts (refer to Figure D.1) [73], [85].

Supplier 1

Final Customer 1 Final Customer 2 Final Customer 3 Final Customer 4 Final Customer 5

Generator 1 Generator 2 Generator 3

Power 
Exchange

TSO

Trader 2 Wholesaler 3

Power Exchange
Sales

Purchases

Bilateral Contracts

Supply Contracts

FIGURE D.1: Commercial relationship in liberalised electricity markets.

D.2 Spanish Balancing Services

The technically feasible dispatch is conducted by the Transmission System Operator. Regardless of how
the energy is traded, the dispatch involves an analysis of all involving parties in the grid (refer to Figure
D.2).

Final Customer 1 Final Customer 2 Final Customer 3 Final Customer 4 Final Customer 5

Generator 1 Generator 2 Generator 3

Power 
Exchange

TSO
Balancing & 
Settlement

Agreements

Supplier 1 Trader 2 Wholesaler 3

Connection and Use-of System Agreements

Connection, Use-of-System and
Balancing & Settlement Agreements

FIGURE D.2: Technical relationship between the power exchange market MIBEL and
the TSO.

After obtaining a technically feasible schedule by resolving the network constraints, the system operator
holds several ancillary markets intended to assure that sufficient regulating reserves are available to
balance the demand and generation for active power in real-time. These markets include the secondary
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regulation market, as well as the tertiary regulation and the so-called deviation market. Other market-
based mechanism, such as Voltage control services are also ensured by the system operator, yet these
will not be the focus of this discussion [86].

The resolution of technical constraints and aforementioned markets, which are explained in more de-
tail in the following, are part of the so-called system adjustment services, which are managed by the
Spanish system operator REE. For the process of solving the schedule for the delivery, the following
terminologies are used in the context of secondary and tertiary reserves.

• Base daily program (Programa Diario Base, PBC): It is the daily generation and demand pro-
gram, with an hourly breakdown, performed by the Market Operator based on the matching of
generation and demand offers received from market agents. This program also includes, individu-
ally, the programmed energy expected from the obligation to submit bids to the daily market.

• Provisional viable daily program (Programa Diario Viable Provisional, PVP): It is the daily
program, with a schedule breakdown, that incorporates the modifications introduced in the PBC to
resolve the technical restrictions.

• Viable daily definitive program (PVD): It is the daily program, with hourly breakdown, in which
the assigned assignments of secondary regulation reserve have been included.

• Final Schedule (Programa Horario Final, PHF): This is the schedule established by the OS
after each of the successive sessions of the intraday market of programming units corresponding
to sales and energy purchases in the Spanish electricity system, as a result of the aggregation of
all the firm transactions formalised for each programming period as a result of the viable daily
program and the matching of offers in the intraday market once the technical restrictions identified
have been resolved, and the subsequent rebalancing has been carried out.

• Operational schedule (Programa Horario Operative, PHO): It is the operating program that
the OS establishes in each hour until the end of the programming horizon and that is published 15
minutes before each time change.

D.2.1 Deployment of Power Reserves

Figure D.3 depicts the principal behaviour of the system frequency after a sudden lack of power genera-
tion in the network. Balancing services play the key role to activate respective counter measures in order
to compensate this dip. Typically, balancing services are divided in three to four different sources, based
on the speed of provision and the amount of energy potentially provided: Primary, secondary, tertiary
reserves and deviation management.

In the event of a sudden lack of generation drop in the network, the system frequency starts to drop (refer
to Figure D.3). Once an equilibrium between the demand and generation is found and the frequency stops
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falling, the primary reserves are automatically activated within less than 30 seconds. This establishes a
steady state. This is the time when the secondary reserve is activated to leverage the steady state back to
the continuous service band and thus deactivates the primary reserves. The tertiary reserves restore the
frequency completely [31].

The activation procedure is not yet standardised throughout Europe, however the ENTSO-E [62] provides
recommendation, which have already been implemented many countries, e.g. Germany or Spain [31].

FIGURE D.3: Activation process of balancing power shown in the context of an exem-
plary power drop [31], [87].

D.2.2 Primary Reserves

Even though the primary reserves, also known as frequency containment reserves (FCR), are an unpaid,
mandatory service in Spain with no respective market, that is worth mentioning in the context of bal-
ancing services. Every participating generator needs to contribute 1.5 % of its nominal power to this
non-remunerated service. In case the system is facing frequency system deviations the generation unit
speed regulators need to respond in a time frame of less than 30 s up to 15 minutes. The rules are estab-
lished by the Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE), which is now part of
the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [88], [89].
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D.2.3 Secondary Reserves

The secondary reserves, or frequency restoration reserves (FRR) in other European countries, are an
automatic and hierarchical control that reacts to changes in the system frequency and power deviation in
a time window starting from around 100 sseconds to 15 minutes and ending when required. This service
responds to changes with respect to the France-Spain exchange program. The regulation deviation is
measured by the TSO and the requirements for each regulation is distributed every four seconds.

Secondary reserve offers are based on the capacity price; therefore, units are only able to submit offers
for secondary regulation consisting of a band of power (MW) and a price (C/MW) for each settlement
period (24 hours) of the following day. The service is symmetrical, therefore upward and downward
regulation is linked. The reserve allocation follows the economic merit order of the hourly marginal
prices (refer to Figure D.4). For the calculation of the cost of used energy, the marginal price for tertiary
regulation that would have been necessary to use, is utilised of the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [88], [89].

Requirements

Secondary Bids

Allocation
PVP

Provisional viable 
daily program 

PVD
Viable daily 

definitive 
program 

Process Price Allocation

MWh

€/MWh

Hour h Requirements

Marginal
Band
Price

Secondary
Bids

Relation up/down 
reserve

FIGURE D.4: Process and price allocation for the secondary reserves [88].

D.2.4 Tertiary Reserves

Tertiary regulation, or replacement reserves (RR), is manually activated due to power variations with
respect to preceding services. The time frame of operation is between 15 min and two hours. Con-
sequently, when dispatched, the energy must be sustainable for two hours. The bids for the tertiary
regulation are sent at 23h the day before and can be updated until 25 min before the beginning of the
hour. In contrast to the secondary regulation, the tertiary reserve bid considers the quantity of energy.
The allocation can take place between 15 min before and within the programming hour. As mentioned
in the preceding chapter, the secondary marginal prices connect to the tertiary marginal prices, utilising
the same marginal price curve. As a consequence, the calculation of the marginal price of the secondary
marginal price emerges from the amount of energy if tertiary energy would have been used (refer to
Figure D.5). The settlement period is one hour, in which the hourly marginal prices complement to the
maximum upwards and downward energy usage during this period. Again, the system allocation of the
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bids follows the merit order and receive the marginal price. Considering a case in which the regulation
changes throughout the settlement period from upward to downward regulation, the prices are calculated
for each settlement respectively taking the maximum values into account [88], [89].

Requirements

Tertiary Bids

AllocationPHF
Final Schedule

PHO
Operational 
Schedule 

Process Price Allocation

MWh

€/MWh

Hour h Tertiary Allocations

Tertiary
Marginal

Price

Tertiary
Bids

Secondary 
Marginal Price

Used Secondary 
Energy

FIGURE D.5: Process and price allocation for the tertiary reserves [88].

D.2.5 Deviation Management

Deviation Management, sometimes referred as slow reserve, corresponds to running reserves of con-
nected thermal units, which can be activated manually in a time of 30 minutes to 4 to 5 hours in order to
balance large difference greater than 300 MWh. It covers the period between intraday market sessions,
participation is optional, and allocation is assigned on an economic merit order basis. The procurement
is shown in the following (refer to Figure D.6).

Requirement 
> 300 MWh
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AllocationPHF
Final Schedule

PHO
Operational 
Schedule 

Process Price Allocation

MWh

€/MWh

Hour h Requirement

Marginal
Price

Deviation 
Management 

Bids

FIGURE D.6: Process and price allocation for the deviation management [88].
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E.1 Solver Comparison

The formulated problem can be solved by many open-source and commercial solvers. At this point it
needs to be reminded that this project aims to be integrated in the online platform of the INVADE project,
which will eventually work in a commercial environment. Thus, the economic aspect together with the
computational time needed when choosing a solver is of importance.

In this work, two solvers have been assessed: Firstly, the open source GNU Linear Programming Kit
(GLPK), which is used for linear programming (LP) and mixed integer programming (MIP). And sec-
ondly, the commercial solver GUROBI, which complements the repertoire of GLPK and is also able to
solve for quadratic problems (QP).

TABLE E.1: Optimisation time for different solvers.

Variation GUROBI GLPK

with binary variable 2:12 min 52:12 min

without binary variable 2:12 min 2:13 min

For a test, the problem has been run to solve for an optimisation horizon of 31 days for one battery
with 32 segments. The problem implements one binary variable, the activity constraint vt,b, j, which
ensures that the algorithm does not schedule battery charging and discharging at the same time, which
would physically not stand to reason. The necessity of this variable has been assessed and concluded,
that it actually does not affect the integrity and the optimisation results if neglected. As a result, the
computational time needed can be decreased significantly. The results are shown in Table E.1.

Even though the purpose of the binary variable is disproved, the optimisations presented in this work
have been conducted with the binary variable using GUROBI. However, for future integration, e.g. in
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the INVADE project, the linear version is assured to work consistently and saves valuable computational
time.
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F.1 Tesla BESS Australia Case

As part of the research, the market case of the Hornsdale Power Reserve, also known as "the world
biggest Lithium battery by Tesla", was analysed using the battery model developed in this thesis. In
focus is the January 2018, in which the battery generated more than 1 million AUD, due to extreme
market fluctuations.

The batteries dimensions are 100MW/ 129MWh [90]. However the operator, Neoen, has access only
to about 30 MW/ 90 MWh of the capacity to trade on the wholesale market, while the government has
access to the rest to stabilise the grid.

In January 2018, the wholesale market prices in South Australia reached short peaks of more than 13000
AUD/MWh. Extreme fluctuation such as the one in the SA wholesale market can easily show the ne-
cessity of battery degradation. For demonstration purposes, the data from SA has been downloaded and
initiated with the following battery input parameters:

• Assumed replacement cost of 12600000 AUD

• Chemistry NMC/LMO Blend with k1 = 5.24E �04 and k2 = 2

Two simulations were conducted. One with a 16-segment linearised cost function and another one with-
out allocated degradation cost. An excerpt is visualised in Figure F.1. The market prices are shown on
the right on a logarithmic scale, while the SoC of both simulations are on the left. It can be seen that the
no-cost scenario cycles more aggressively, during small fluctuations (starting from PTU 912 to 950). On
the other hand during extreme price peeks, the degradation penalty is almost completely neglected and
both scenarios are identical (see PTU 885 to 900).

The algorithm results can be found in Table F.1. Even though the market revenue in the no-cost scenario
is around 6.5 % higher than with the degradation cost. On the other hand, the prorated degradation
cost is only around 25 %, which results in a higher final profit with significant longer life-span in the
16-Segments scenario.
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FIGURE F.1: SoC evolution of 30 MW / 90 MWH BESS interacting in the South Australia
(SA) electricity wholesale market [91].

TABLE F.1: Dispatch of a 30 MW / 90 MWH BESS in South Australia (SA) electricity
wholesale market (January 2018) [91].

Cycle Aging Cost Model 16-Segments No-Cost

Market revenue (w/o Degradation Cost) [kAU$] 1455.1 1549.9

Life loss [%] 0.375 1.455

Prorated cycle aging cost [kAU$] 47.3 183.4

Annual prorated profit [kAU$] 1407.8 1366.5

Battery life expectancy [years] 6.93 3.68

F.2 Scenario Input Data

In Table F.2 the input parameter for the simulation are presented. All values have been justified in the
introductory chapters.
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TABLE F.2: Input parameters for the case studies.

Case Study Ia Ib IIa IIb IIc IId

Name Estabanell
Pilot

Estabanell
Pilot +

Intraday
LFP LTO NCA NMC/

LMO

Einstalled
b [kWh] 200 200 1000 1000 1000 1000

P/E-Ratio [1/h] 0.3 0.3 1 1 1 1

Intraday bidding No Yes No No No No

Specific
cost [C/kWh] 420 420 578 1050 352 420

c f [kC] 84 84 578 1050 352 420

k1,b 0.0524 % 0.0524 % 0.0278 % 0.0067 % 0.2 % 0.0524 %

k2,b 2.03 2.03 2 2 2 2 2.03

DEOL
b [p.u.] 80 % 80 % 80 % 80 % 80 % 80 %

Alow
b [p.u.] 55 % 55 % 40 % 40 % 40 % 40 %

Ahigh
b [p.u.] 95 % 95 % 60 % 60 % 60 % 60 %

TBat [years] 12 12 12 15 12 12

Oinitial
b [MWh] 0.15 0.15 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

O f inal
b [MWh] 0.15 0.15 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

Qin
b [MW] 0.06 0.06 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Qout
b [MW] 0.06 0.06 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

hch
b [p.u.] 96 % 96 % 96 % 98 % 97 % 96 %

hdis
b [p.u.] 96 % 96 % 96 % 98 % 97 % 96 %

Smin
b [p.u.] 50 % 50 % 15 % 15 % 15 % 15 %

Smax
b [p.u.] 95 % 95 % 95 % 95 % 95 % 95 %
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Python Optimisation Algorithm

1 # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

2 """

3 Created on 24 May 2018

4 @author: Leon Haupt

5 """

6

7 """ Import """

8 input_file_battery = �battery_info.xlsx�

9 input_file_imbalance = �imbalance_data.xlsx�

10 status_file_battery = �battery_status.xlsx�

11

12 import pyomo.opt

13 from pyomo.environ import *

14 import pandas as pd

15 import xlwings as xw

16 from sys import argv

17 import numpy as np

18 import rainflow

19 import gurobipy

20

21 """ Start Timer """

22 import time

23 total_start_time = time.time()

24

25 """ Read the inputs from Excel """

26 ## Parsing input file ## Parse specified sheet(s) into a DataFrame. Equivalent to

read_excel

27 xl1 = pd.ExcelFile(input_file_battery)

28 battery = xl1.parse(�battery�)

29 xl2 = pd.ExcelFile(input_file_imbalance)

30 market = xl2.parse(�market�)
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31

32 # Taking the inputs from parsed data - they should be in dict

33 init_t = [b for b in range(0,24,1)] #market.index

34 init_day = [d for d in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

35 init_bat = battery.index

36

37 year_imbalance = market[�imbalance�].to_dict()

38 year_p_imbalance = market[�tariff�].to_dict()

39 year_p_intraday = market[�intraday�].to_dict()

40

41 init_R = battery[�replacement_cost�].to_dict() # [Euro/MWh]

42 init_a = battery[�a�].to_dict() # % of Degradation

43 init_c = battery[�c�].to_dict()

44 init_D_eol = battery[�D_eol�].to_dict()

45 init_avg_SOC_low = battery[�avg_SOC_low�].to_dict()

46 init_avg_SOC_high = battery[�avg_SOC_high�].to_dict()

47 init_life_exp = battery[�life_expectancy�].to_dict() # [years]

48

49 init_o_rated = battery[�rated_capacity�].to_dict() # [MWh]

50 init_o_in = battery[�initial_charge�].to_dict() # [MWh]

51 init_o_fin = battery[�final_charge�].to_dict() # [MWh]

52 init_q_ch = battery[�max_charging�].to_dict() # [MW]

53 init_q_dis = battery[�max_discharging�].to_dict() # [MW]

54 init_s_ch = battery[�s_ch�].to_dict() # p.u.

55 init_s_dis = battery[�s_dis�].to_dict() # p.u.

56 init_eta_ch = battery[�efficiency_charge�].to_dict() # [%]

57 init_eta_dis = battery[�efficiency_discharge�].to_dict()# [%]

58 init_SOC_min = battery[�min_SOC�].to_dict() # [%]

59 init_SOC_max = battery[�max_SOC�].to_dict() # [%]

60

61 # Number of Segments

62 J = 32

63

64 # Duration of a market dispatch time interval

65 M = 1 # 1 = 1 hour, 0.5 = 30min, 0.25 = 15 min

66

67 #Intraday: Si o no?

68 Intraday_on_off = 1 #0=OFF; 1=ON

69

70 # Filling the segments with the input of the battery

71 segm_c_j_dis={}

72 segm_o_in={}

73 segm_o_max={}

74 init_segm = np.linspace(0, J - 1, num=J, dtype=int)
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75 init_o_remaining={}

76

77 """ Daily Values """

78 # Batteries - b stands for battery

79 daily_b_c_rainflow= [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

80 daily_b_c_algorithm = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

81 daily_b_error = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

82 daily_b_charged = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

83 daily_b_discharged = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

84 daily_b_avg_dis_rainflow = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in

range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

85 daily_b_avg_dis_algorithm = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in

range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

86 daily_b_calendar = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

87 daily_b_cycle = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

88 daily_b_total_degradation = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in

range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

89 daily_b_avg_SOC = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

90 daily_b_SOH = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

91 daily_b_time = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

92

93 # Energy - e stands for energy

94 daily_e_imbalance = [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

95 daily_e_discharged= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

96 daily_e_charged= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

97 daily_e_intraday= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

98 daily_e_new_imbalance= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

99

100 # Cost - c stands for cost

101 daily_c_imbalance = [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

102 daily_c_opportunity= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

103 daily_c_electricity= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

104 daily_c_degradation= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

105 daily_c_intraday= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

106 daily_c_intraday_opport= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

107 daily_c_new_imbalance= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

108

109 # Average - avg stands for average

110 daily_avg_opportunity= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

111 daily_avg_electricity= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

112 daily_avg_degradation= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

113 daily_avg_intraday= [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

114

115 # Total
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116 daily_c_opportunity_minus_degradation = [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

117 daily_c_objective = [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

118 daily_c_savings = [0 for x in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

119

120 """ Hourly Values """

121 #Battery

122 hourly_b_SOC = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in market.index]

123 hourly_b_discharge = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in market.index]

124 hourly_b_charge = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in market.index]

125 hourly_b_degradation_cost = [[0 for b in init_bat] for x in market.index]

126

127 #Energy

128 hourly_e_imbalance = [0 for x in market.index]

129 hourly_e_discharged= [0 for x in market.index]

130 hourly_e_charged= [0 for x in market.index]

131 hourly_e_intraday = [0 for x in market.index]

132 hourly_e_new_imbalance = [0 for x in market.index]

133

134 #Cost

135 hourly_c_imbalance = [0 for x in market.index]

136 hourly_c_opportunity = [0 for x in market.index]

137 hourly_c_electricity = [0 for x in market.index]

138 hourly_c_degradation = [0 for x in market.index]

139 hourly_c_intraday_opport = [0 for x in market.index]

140 hourly_c_intraday= [0 for x in market.index]

141 hourly_c_new_imbalance = [0 for x in market.index]

142 hourly_c_savings = [0 for x in market.index]

143

144 SOC_matrix = [[[0 for t in init_t ] for b in init_bat] for x in

range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1)]

145

146 init_imbalance = {}

147 init_p_imbalance = {}

148 init_p_intraday = {}

149

150 for d in range(0,int(len(market.index)/24),1):

151 for h in range(0,24,1):

152 init_imbalance[h] = year_imbalance[d*24+h]

153 init_p_imbalance[h] =year_p_imbalance[d*24+h]

154 init_p_intraday[h] =year_p_intraday[d*24+h]

155

156 try:

157 xl3 = pd.ExcelFile(status_file_battery)

158 bat_health = xl3.parse(�batteries_health�)
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159 status_total_cycles = bat_health[�cycle_degradation�].to_dict()

160 status_total_calendar = bat_health[�calendar_degradation�].to_dict()

161 status_total_degradation = bat_health[�total_degradation�].to_dict()

162 status_total_SOH = bat_health[�state_of_health�].to_dict()

163 status_time_of_usage = bat_health[�time_of_usage�].to_dict()

164 status_avg_SOC = bat_health[�average_SOC�].to_dict()

165

166 except:

167 pass

168

169 if �status_total_cycles� in locals():

170 print(�---------- Battery Status Available ----------�)

171 else:

172 for b in init_bat:

173 status_total_cycles = [0 for b in init_bat]

174 status_total_calendar = [0 for b in init_bat]

175 status_time_of_usage = [0 for b in init_bat]

176 status_avg_SOC = [0.5 for b in init_bat]

177 status_total_SOH = [1 for b in init_bat]

178

179 print(�---------- Day �+ str(d) + � ----------�)

180

181 for b in init_bat:

182 init_o_remaining[b] = init_o_rated[b] * status_total_SOH [b]

183

184 for b in init_bat:

185

186 temp_o_in= init_o_in[b]

187 marker_in = 0

188 for j in init_segm:

189

190 # Marginal aging cost of cycle depth segment j in [kWh]

191 segm_c_j_dis [b,j] = ((init_R[b])/(init_eta_dis[b]*init_o_rated[b]))* J *

((init_a[b] *((j+1) / J) ** init_c[b]) - (init_a[b] * ((j) / J)

**init_c[b]))

192 segm_o_max [b,j] = init_o_remaining[b] / J

193

194 # Allocation of the initial state of charge in the segments

195 if init_o_in[b] > 0: # check if initial state of charge is bigger than 0

196 if temp_o_in > segm_o_max[b,j]:

197 segm_o_in[b,j] = segm_o_max[b,j]

198 temp_o_in = temp_o_in - segm_o_max[b,j]

199 elif marker_in == 1:

200 segm_o_in[b,j] = 0
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201 else:

202 segm_o_in[b,j] = temp_o_in

203 marker_in = 1

204 else:

205 segm_o_in[b,j] = init_o_in[b]

206 # sleep, eat, increase index, repeat

207

208

209 """ --------------------- MODEL --------------------- """

210 model = AbstractModel()

211

212 """ SETS """

213 # Sets of periods

214 model.t = Set(initialize=init_t)

215 model.t_restricted = Set(initialize=init_t[1:], within=model.t)

216

217 # Sets of Batteries

218 model.b = Set(initialize=init_bat)

219

220 # Sets of Segments

221 model.s = Set(initialize=init_segm)

222

223 """ PARAMETERS """

224 # Regulation request

225 model.imbalance = Param(model.t, initialize=init_imbalance)

226 model.p_imbalance = Param(model.t, initialize=init_p_imbalance)

227 model.p_intraday = Param(model.t, initialize=init_p_intraday)

228

229 # Battery parameters

230 model.bat_q_ch = Param(model.b, initialize=init_q_ch, within=NonNegativeReals)

231 model.bat_q_dis = Param(model.b, initialize=init_q_dis, within=NonNegativeReals)

232 model.bat_eta_ch = Param(model.b, initialize=init_eta_ch, within=NonNegativeReals)

233 model.bat_eta_dis = Param(model.b, initialize=init_eta_dis, within=NonNegativeReals)

234 model.bat_SOC_min = Param(model.b, initialize=init_SOC_min, within=NonNegativeReals)

235 model.bat_o_in = Param(model.b, initialize=init_o_in, within=NonNegativeReals)

236 model.bat_o_fin = Param(model.b, initialize=init_o_fin, within=NonNegativeReals)

237 model.bat_o_rated = Param(model.b, initialize=init_o_remaining,

within=NonNegativeReals)

238 model.bat_SOC_max = Param(model.b, initialize=init_SOC_max, within=NonNegativeReals)

239 model.s_ch = Param(model.b, initialize=init_s_ch, within=NonNegativeReals)

240 model.s_dis = Param(model.b, initialize=init_s_dis, within=NonNegativeReals)

241 model.bat_avg_SOC_high = Param(model.b, initialize=init_avg_SOC_high,

within=NonNegativeReals)
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242 model.bat_avg_SOC_low = Param(model.b, initialize=init_avg_SOC_low,

within=NonNegativeReals)

243

244 # Battery Segment parameters

245 model.segm_c_j_dis = Param(model.b * model.s, initialize=segm_c_j_dis,

within=NonNegativeReals)

246 model.segm_o_in = Param(model.b * model.s, initialize=segm_o_in,

within=NonNegativeReals)

247 model.segm_o_max = Param(model.b * model.s, initialize=segm_o_max,

within=NonNegativeReals)

248

249 """ DECISION VARIABLES """

250 # Batteries

251 model.sigma_ch = Var(model.t * model.b * model.s,initialize=0, within=NonNegativeReals)

252 model.sigma_dis = Var(model.t *model.b * model.s,initialize=0, within=NonNegativeReals)

253 model.sigma_soc = Var(model.t * model.b *model.s,initialize=0, within=NonNegativeReals)

254 model.total_charging = Var(model.t * model.b,initialize=0, within=NonNegativeReals)

255 model.total_discharging = Var(model.t * model.b,initialize=0, within=NonNegativeReals)

256 model.activity_v = Var(model.t * model.b * model.s,initialize=0, within=Boolean)

257 model.intraday = Var(model.t, initialize=0, within=Reals)

258

259 """ OBJECTIVE FUNCTION """

260 def objectiv_function(model):

261 cost_of_imbalance = sum((model.imbalance[t]- model.intraday[t] - M *

sum((model.total_discharging[t,b] - model.total_charging [t,b])for b in

model.b)) * model.p_imbalance[t] +model.intraday[t]*model.p_intraday[t] +

sum(sum(M * model.segm_c_j_dis[b,j] * model.sigma_dis[t,b,j] for j in

model.s)for b in model.b)for t in model.t)

262 return cost_of_imbalance

263 model.objective = Objective(rule=objectiv_function, sense=minimize)

264

265 """ CONSTRAINTS """

266 def imbalance_no_crossing (model,t):

267 if model.imbalance[t] > 0 :

268 return (model.imbalance[t]- model.intraday[t] - M *

sum((model.total_discharging[t,b] - model.total_charging [t,b])for b in

model.b)) >= 0

269 elif model.imbalance[t] < 0:

270 return (model.imbalance[t]- model.intraday[t] - M *

sum((model.total_discharging[t,b] - model.total_charging [t,b])for b in

model.b)) <= 0

271 else:

272 return Constraint.Skip

273 model.imbalance_no_crossing = Constraint(model.t, rule=imbalance_no_crossing)
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274

275 def imbalance_balance (model,t):

276 if model.imbalance[t] > 0 :

277 return (model.imbalance[t]- model.intraday[t] - M *

sum((model.total_discharging[t,b] - model.total_charging [t,b])for b in

model.b)) <= model.imbalance[t]

278 elif model.imbalance[t] < 0:

279 return (model.imbalance[t]- model.intraday[t] - M *

sum((model.total_discharging[t,b] - model.total_charging [t,b])for b in

model.b)) >= model.imbalance[t]

280 else:

281 return Constraint.Skip

282 model.imbalance_balance = Constraint(model.t, rule=imbalance_balance)

283

284 def intraday_trading_constraint (model,t):

285 if Intraday_on_off == 0:

286 return model.intraday[t] == 0

287 else:

288 return Constraint.Skip

289 model.intraday_constraint_3 = Constraint(model.t, rule=intraday_trading_constraint)

290

291 def intraday_trading_constraint_2 (model,t):

292 if model.imbalance[t] > 0 :

293 return model.intraday[t] <= model.imbalance[t]

294 elif model.imbalance[t] < 0:

295 return model.intraday[t] >= model.imbalance[t]

296 else:

297 return Constraint.Skip

298 model.intraday_constraint_2 = Constraint(model.t, rule=intraday_trading_constraint_2)

299

300 def intraday_trading_constraint_1 (model,t):

301 if model.imbalance[t] > 0 :

302 return model.intraday[t] >= 0

303 elif model.imbalance[t] < 0:

304 return model.intraday[t] <= 0

305 else:

306 return Constraint.Skip

307 model.intraday_constraint_1 = Constraint(model.t, rule=intraday_trading_constraint_1)

308

309 def intraday_trading_constraint_4 (model,t):

310 if model.imbalance[t] > 0 :

311 return M * sum(model.total_charging [t,b] for b in model.b) + model.intraday[t]

<= model.imbalance[t]

312 elif model.imbalance[t] < 0:
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313 return M * (-1)*sum(model.total_discharging [t,b] for b in model.b) +

model.intraday[t] >= model.imbalance[t]

314 else:

315 return Constraint.Skip

316 model.intraday_constraint_4 = Constraint(model.t, rule=intraday_trading_constraint_4)

317

318 def battery_imbalance_constraint (model,t):

319 if model.imbalance[t] > 0 :

320 return M * sum(model.total_charging [t,b] for b in model.b) == 0

321 elif model.imbalance[t] < 0:

322 return M *sum(model.total_discharging [t,b] for b in model.b) == 0

323 else:

324 return Constraint.Skip

325 model.battery_imbalance_constraint = Constraint(model.t,

rule=battery_imbalance_constraint)

326

327 #1 Xu Constraint 8

328 def total_charging_bal(model,t,b,s):

329 return model.total_charging [t,b] == sum(model.sigma_ch[i,b, j] for (i, j) in

model.t * model.s if i == t)

330 model.total_charging_constr = Constraint(model.t,model.b, model.s,

rule=total_charging_bal)

331

332 #2 Xu Constraint 9

333 def total_discharging_bal(model,t,b,s):

334 return model.total_discharging [t,b]== sum(model.sigma_dis[i,b,j] for (i, j) in

model.t * model.s if i == t)

335 model.total_discharging_constr = Constraint(model.t,model.b, model.s,

rule=total_discharging_bal)

336

337 #3 Xu Constraint 10

338 def activity_control_charging(model,t,s,b):

339 return sum(model.sigma_ch[i,b,j] for i,j in model.t*model.s if i==t) <=

model.bat_q_ch [b] * (1-model.activity_v[t,b,s])

340 model.activity_control_ch= Constraint(model.t, model.s, model.b,

rule=activity_control_charging)

341

342 #4 Xu Constraint 11

343 def activity_control_discharging(model,t,s,b):

344 return sum(model.sigma_dis[i,b,j] for i,j in model.t*model.s if i==t) <=

model.bat_q_dis [b] * model.activity_v[t,b,s]

345 model.activity_control_dis= Constraint(model.t, model.s, model.b,

rule=activity_control_discharging)

346
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347 #5 Xu Constraint 12: It is important to fill in a first line with an empty request if

this constraint should work properly.

348 def soc_evolution(model, t_restr, s, b):

349 return model.sigma_soc[t_restr,b, s] - model.sigma_soc[t_restr-1,b, s] ==

(M*model.sigma_ch[t_restr,b, s] * model.bat_eta_ch[b] -

(M*model.sigma_dis[t_restr,b, s] / model.bat_eta_dis[b]))

350 model.soc_evolution = Constraint(model.t_restricted, model.s, model.b,

rule=soc_evolution)

351

352 #6 Xu Constraint 13

353 def segment_soc(model, t, s,b):

354 return model.sigma_soc[t,b,s] <= (model.bat_o_rated[b]/J)

355 model.segm_soc_constr = Constraint(model.t, model.s,model.b, rule=segment_soc)

356

357 #7 Xu Constraint 14a

358 def SOC_upper_boundary(model, t, s, b):

359 return sum(model.sigma_soc[i,b,j] for i,j in model.t*model.s if i==t) <=

model.bat_o_rated[b]*model.bat_SOC_max[b]

360 model.segm_soc_constr_2 = Constraint(model.t, model.s, model.b,

rule=SOC_upper_boundary)

361

362 #8 Xu Constraint 14b

363 def SOC_bottom_boundary(model, t_restr, s, b):

364 return sum(model.sigma_soc[i,b,j] for i,j in model.t*model.s if i==t_restr) >=

model.bat_o_rated[b]*model.bat_SOC_min[b]

365 model.segm_soc_constr_3 = Constraint(model.t_restricted, model.s, model.b,

rule=SOC_bottom_boundary)

366

367 #9 Xu Constraint 15

368 def SOC_initial_state(model, s,b):

369 return model.sigma_soc[0,b,s] == model.segm_o_in[b,s]

370 model.SOC_initial_constr = Constraint(model.s, model.b, rule=SOC_initial_state)

371

372 #10 Constraint: Own constraint, otherwise the battery discharges with energy it does

not have

373 def dis_initial_state(model, s,b):

374 return model.sigma_dis[0,b,s] == 0

375 model.no_discharge = Constraint(model.s, model.b, rule=dis_initial_state)

376

377 #11 Constraint : Charging inactivity in t=0

378 def ch_initial_state(model, s,b):

379 return model.sigma_ch[0,b,s] == 0

380 model.no_charge = Constraint(model.s, model.b, rule=ch_initial_state)

381
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382 #12 Xu Constraint #16:

383 def SOC_final_state(model, s,b):

384 return sum(model.sigma_soc[len(model.t)-1,b,j] for j in model.s) ==

model.bat_o_fin[b]

385 model.SOC_final_constr = Constraint(model.s, model.b, rule=SOC_final_state)

386

387 #from S_ch state of charge, typically 0,8 until zero at 100% SOC

388 def bat_s_ch(model, t, b):

389 return model.total_charging[t,b] <=

((-model.bat_q_ch[b]*M)/(1-model.s_ch[b]))*((sum(model.sigma_soc[t,b,j] for j

in model.s)/model.bat_o_rated[b])-1)

390 model.bat_s_ch = Constraint(model.t, model.b, rule=bat_s_ch)

391

392 #the same for discharging power sigma_out of battery unit b during period t. The

lowerthreshold to limit the energy output is s_dis, tipically 0.1

393 def bat_s_dis(model, t, b):

394 return model.total_discharging[t,b] <=

((model.bat_q_dis[b]/model.s_dis[b])*(sum(model.sigma_soc[t,b,j] for j in

model.s)/model.bat_o_rated[b]))

395 model.bat_s_dis= Constraint(model.t, model.b, rule=bat_s_dis)

396

397 #Average SOC constraint

398 def average_SOC_low(model, b):

399 return (((status_avg_SOC[b] *

status_time_of_usage[b])+((sum(sum(model.sigma_soc[t,b,j] for j in

init_segm)/init_o_rated[b] for t in

init_t)/len(init_t))*M*len(init_t)))/(status_time_of_usage[b]+M*len(init_t))

>= model.bat_avg_SOC_low[b])

400 model.avg_SOC_constraint_low= Constraint(model.b, rule=average_SOC_low)

401

402 #Average SOC constraint

403 def average_SOC_high(model, b):

404 return (((status_avg_SOC[b] *

status_time_of_usage[b])+((sum(sum(model.sigma_soc[t,b,j] for j in

init_segm)/init_o_rated[b] for t in

init_t)/len(init_t))*M*len(init_t)))/(status_time_of_usage[b]+M*len(init_t))

<= model.bat_avg_SOC_high[b])

405 model.avg_SOC_constraint_high= Constraint(model.b, rule=average_SOC_high)

406

407 """ RUNNING MODEL """

408 instance = model.create_instance()

409

410 # Create a Solver

411 opt = pyomo.opt.SolverFactory("gurobi")
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412

413 instance.write(�junk.lp�, io_options={�symbolic_solver_labels�: True})

414 results = opt.solve(instance, tee=True)

415 results.write()

416 print(results)

417

418 """ --------------------- SAVE OUTPUT --------------------- """

419

420 """ Hourly Analysis """

421 for t in init_t:

422 #Battery

423 for b in init_bat:

424 hourly_b_SOC [d*24+t][b] =sum(instance.sigma_soc[t,b,j].value for j in

init_segm)/init_o_remaining[b]

425 hourly_b_discharge [d*24+t][b] = sum(instance.sigma_dis[t,b, j].value for j in

init_segm)

426 hourly_b_charge [d*24+t][b] = sum(instance.sigma_ch[t,b, j].value for j in

init_segm)

427 hourly_b_degradation_cost [d*24+t][b] = sum(instance.sigma_dis[t,b, j].value *

segm_c_j_dis[b,j] for j in init_segm)

428

429 #Energy

430 hourly_e_imbalance [d*24+t] = init_imbalance[t]

431 hourly_e_discharged [d*24+t] = sum(sum(instance.sigma_dis[t,b,j].value for j in

init_segm) for b in init_bat)

432 hourly_e_charged [d*24+t] = sum(sum(instance.sigma_ch[t,b,j].value for j in

init_segm) for b in init_bat)

433 hourly_e_intraday[d*24+t] = instance.intraday[t].value

434 hourly_e_new_imbalance [d*24+t] = init_imbalance[t] - hourly_e_discharged [d*24+t]

+ hourly_e_charged [d*24+t] - hourly_e_intraday[d*24+t]

435

436 #Cost

437 hourly_c_imbalance [d*24+t] = init_imbalance[t] * init_p_imbalance [t]

438 hourly_c_opportunity [d*24+t] = sum(instance.total_discharging[t,b].value *

init_p_imbalance[t] for b in init_bat)

439 hourly_c_electricity [d*24+t] = sum(instance.total_charging[t,b].value *

init_p_imbalance[t] for b in init_bat)

440 hourly_c_degradation [d*24+t] = sum(hourly_b_degradation_cost [d*24+t][b] for b in

init_bat)

441 hourly_c_intraday_opport [d*24+t] = instance.intraday[t].value * init_p_imbalance

[t]

442 hourly_c_intraday [d*24+t] = instance.intraday[t].value * init_p_intraday [t]
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443 hourly_c_new_imbalance [d*24+t] = hourly_c_imbalance [d*24+t] -

hourly_c_opportunity [d*24+t] - hourly_c_intraday_opport [d*24+t] +

hourly_c_intraday [d*24+t] + hourly_c_degradation [d*24+t] +

hourly_c_electricity [d*24+t]

444 hourly_c_savings [d*24+t] = hourly_c_imbalance [d*24+t] - hourly_c_new_imbalance

[d*24+t]

445

446 """ SOC Rainflow Analysis """

447 SOC_evolution = [[0 for x in init_t] for x in init_bat]

448 SOC_charge_evolution=[[0 for x in init_t] for x in init_bat]

449 SOC_discharge_evolution=[[0 for x in init_t] for x in init_bat]

450 SOC_rainflow = []

451

452 for b in init_bat:

453 for period in init_t:

454 SOC_evolution[b][period] = sum(instance.sigma_soc[period,b,j].value for j

in init_segm)/init_o_rated[b]

455 for period in init_t:

456 SOC_charge_evolution[b][period] = sum(instance.sigma_ch[period,b, j].value

for j in init_segm)

457 for period in init_t:

458 SOC_discharge_evolution[b][period] = sum(instance.sigma_dis[period,b,

j].value for j in init_segm)

459

460 #Rainflow Algorithm

461 SOC_rainflow.append(rainflow.count_cycles(SOC_evolution[b]))

462

463 #Degradation Cost comparison

464 SOC_delta = [[0 for k in range(len(SOC_rainflow[b]))] for b in init_bat]

465 SOC_Phi = [[0 for k in range(len(SOC_rainflow[b]))] for b in init_bat]

466 SOC_cycles = [[0 for k in range(len(SOC_rainflow[b]))] for b in init_bat]

467 SOC_l = [[0 for k in range(len(SOC_rainflow[b]))] for b in init_bat]

468 SOC_L_total = [0 for b in init_bat]

469

470

471 #Cost calculated with rainflow

472 for b in init_bat:

473 for x in range(0,len(SOC_rainflow[b])):

474 SOC_delta[b][x] = SOC_rainflow[b][x][0]

475 SOC_cycles[b][x] = SOC_rainflow[b][x][1]

476 SOC_Phi[b][x] = init_a[b]* (SOC_delta[b][x] ** init_c [b])

477 SOC_l[b][x] = SOC_cycles[b][x]* SOC_Phi[b][x]

478 SOC_L_total[b] =SOC_L_total[b] + SOC_l[b][x]

479
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480

481 """ Daily Values """

482 # Battery Status

483 for b in init_bat:

484 daily_b_c_rainflow [d][b] = SOC_L_total[b] * init_R[b]

485 daily_b_c_algorithm [d][b]= sum(sum(instance.sigma_dis[t,b,j].value * M *

segm_c_j_dis[b,j] for j in init_segm)for t in init_t)

486 daily_b_error[d][b] = (abs(daily_b_c_algorithm [d][b]-daily_b_c_rainflow

[d][b])/daily_b_c_rainflow [d][b])*100

487 daily_b_charged[d][b] = sum(instance.total_charging[t,b].value for t in init_t)

488 daily_b_discharged [d][b]= sum(instance.total_discharging[t,b].value for t in

init_t)

489 daily_b_avg_dis_rainflow [d][b]= daily_b_c_rainflow [d][b]/daily_b_discharged

[d][b]

490 daily_b_avg_dis_algorithm [d][b]= daily_b_c_algorithm [d][b]/daily_b_discharged

[d][b]

491 daily_b_calendar [d][b]= ((M*len(init_t))/24)/365*1/init_life_exp[b]

492 daily_b_cycle [d][b]= SOC_L_total[b]

493 daily_b_total_degradation [d][b] = daily_b_calendar [d][b] + daily_b_cycle [d][b]

494 daily_b_avg_SOC [d][b]= (((status_avg_SOC[b] *

status_time_of_usage[b])+((sum(sum(instance.sigma_soc[t,b,j].value for j in

init_segm)/init_o_rated[b] for t in

init_t)/len(init_t))*M*len(init_t))))/(status_time_of_usage[b]+M*len(init_t))

495 daily_b_SOH [d][b] = 1-(1- init_D_eol[b])* (status_total_cycles[b] +

SOC_L_total[b] +status_total_calendar[b] +

((M*len(init_t))/24)/365*1/init_life_exp[b])

496 daily_b_time [d][b] = len(init_t)*M

497

498 # Energy

499 daily_e_imbalance [d] = sum(init_imbalance[t] for t in init_t)

500 daily_e_discharged [d] = sum(sum(instance.total_discharging[t,b].value for b in

init_bat) for t in init_t)

501 daily_e_charged [d] = sum(sum(instance.total_charging[t,b].value for b in init_bat)for

t in init_t)

502 daily_e_intraday [d] = sum(instance.intraday[t].value for t in init_t)

503 daily_e_new_imbalance [d] = daily_e_imbalance [d] - daily_e_discharged [d] +

daily_e_charged [d] - daily_e_intraday [d]

504

505 # Cost - c stands for cost

506 daily_c_imbalance [d] = sum(init_imbalance[t] * init_p_imbalance [t] for t in init_t)

507 daily_c_opportunity [d] = sum(sum(instance.total_discharging[t,b].value *

init_p_imbalance[t] for b in init_bat) for t in init_t)

508 daily_c_electricity [d] = sum(sum(instance.total_charging[t,b].value *

init_p_imbalance[t] for b in init_bat) for t in init_t)
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509 daily_c_degradation [d] = sum(sum(hourly_b_degradation_cost [d*24+t][b] for b in

init_bat) for t in init_t)

510 daily_c_intraday_opport[d] = sum( instance.intraday[t].value * init_p_imbalance [t]

for t in init_t)

511 daily_c_intraday [d] = sum(instance.intraday[t].value * init_p_intraday [t] for t in

init_t)

512 daily_c_new_imbalance [d] = daily_c_imbalance [d]-daily_c_opportunity

[d]-daily_c_intraday_opport[d]+daily_c_electricity [d]+daily_c_degradation

[d]+daily_c_intraday [d]

513

514

515 # Average - avg stands for average

516 daily_avg_opportunity [d]=daily_c_opportunity [d]/daily_e_discharged [d]

517 daily_avg_electricity [d]= daily_c_electricity [d]/daily_e_charged [d]

518 daily_avg_degradation [d]= daily_c_degradation [d]/(daily_e_discharged

[d]+daily_e_charged [d])

519 try:

520 daily_avg_intraday [d] = daily_c_intraday [d]/daily_e_intraday [d]

521 except:

522 pass

523 # Total

524 daily_c_opportunity_minus_degradation [d] = daily_c_opportunity [d] -

daily_c_degradation [d]

525 daily_c_objective [d]= instance.objective()

526 daily_c_savings [d]= daily_c_imbalance [d] - daily_c_new_imbalance [d]

527

528 """ Battery Health """

529 battery_health = []

530

531 battery_health.append(�cycle_degradation�)

532 battery_health.append(�calendar_degradation�)

533 battery_health.append(�total_degradation�)

534 battery_health.append(�state_of_health�)

535 battery_health.append(�time_of_usage�)

536 battery_health.append(�average_SOC�)

537

538 A_final_bat_health = pd.DataFrame(index=init_bat, columns=battery_health)

539

540 for b in init_bat:

541 A_final_bat_health[�cycle_degradation�][b] = status_total_cycles[b] +

SOC_L_total[b]

542 A_final_bat_health[�calendar_degradation�][b] = status_total_calendar[b] +

((M*len(init_t))/24)/365*1/init_life_exp[b]
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543 A_final_bat_health[�total_degradation�][b] =

A_final_bat_health[�cycle_degradation�][b] +

A_final_bat_health[�calendar_degradation�][b]

544 A_final_bat_health[�state_of_health�][b] = 1-(1-

init_D_eol[b])*A_final_bat_health[�total_degradation�][b]

545 A_final_bat_health[�time_of_usage�][b] = status_time_of_usage[b] + M*len(init_t)

546 A_final_bat_health[�average_SOC�][b] = (((status_avg_SOC[b] *

status_time_of_usage[b])+((sum(sum(instance.sigma_soc[t,b,j].value for j in

init_segm)/init_o_rated[b] for t in

init_t)/len(init_t))*M*len(init_t))))/(status_time_of_usage[b]+M*len(init_t))

547

548 writer = pd.ExcelWriter(status_file_battery)

549 A_final_bat_health.to_excel(writer, �batteries_health�)

550 writer.save()

551

552 """ Stop Timer """

553

554 elapsed_time = time.time() - total_start_time

555 total_time_end = time.strftime("%H:%M:%S", time.gmtime(elapsed_time))

556

557 print(total_time_end)
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